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Abstract
The vector autoregression (VAR) has long proven to be an effective method for modeling the joint dynamics
of macroeconomic time series as well as forecasting. A major shortcoming of the VAR that has hindered
its applicability is its heavy parameterization: the parameter space grows quadratically with the number of
series included, quickly exhausting the available degrees of freedom. Consequently, forecasting using VARs
is intractable for low-frequency, high-dimensional macroeconomic data. However, empirical evidence suggests
that VARs that incorporate more component series tend to result in more accurate forecasts. Conventional
methods that allow for the estimation of large VARs either tend to require ad hoc subjective specifications
or are computationally infeasible. Moreover, as global economies become more intricately intertwined, there
has been substantial interest in incorporating the impact of stochastic, unmodeled exogenous variables. Vector
autoregression with exogenous variables (VARX) extends the VAR to allow for the inclusion of unmodeled
variables, but it similarly faces dimensionality challenges.
We introduce the VARX-L framework, a structured family of VARX models, and provide methodology that
allows for both efficient estimation and accurate forecasting in high-dimensional analysis. VARX-L adapts several
prominent scalar regression regularization techniques to a vector time series context in order to greatly reduce the
parameter space of VAR and VARX models. We also highlight a compelling extension that allows for shrinking
toward reference models, such as a vector random walk. We demonstrate the efficacy of VARX-L in both lowand high-dimensional macroeconomic forecasting applications and simulated data examples. Our methodology
is easily reproducible in a publicly available R package.
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Introduction
The practice of macroeconomic forecasting was spearheaded by Klein & Goldberger (1955), whose eponymous

simultaneous equation system jointly forecasted the behavior of 15 annual macroeconomic indicators, including
consumer expenditures, interest rates, and corporate profits. The parameterization and identification restrictions of
these models were heavily influenced by Keynesian economic theory. As computing power increased, such models
became larger and began to utilize higher frequency data. Forecasts and simulations from these models were
commonly used to inform government policymakers as to the overall state of the economy and to influence policy
decisions (Welfe 2013). As the Klein-Goldberger model and its extensions were primarily motivated by Keynesian
economic theory, the collapse of the Bretton Woods monetary system and severe oil price shocks led to widespread
forecasting failure in the 1970s (Diebold 1998). At this time, the vector autoregression (VAR), popularized by Sims
(1980), emerged as an atheoretical forecasting technique underpinned by statistical methodology and not subject
to the ebb and flow of contemporary macroeconomic theory.
Unfortunately, the VAR’s flexibility can create modeling complications. In the absence of prior information,
the VAR assumes that every series interacts linearly with both its own past values as well as those of every other
included series. Such a model is known as an unrestricted VAR. As most economic series are low-frequency (monthly,
quarterly, or annual) there is rarely enough available data to accurately forecast using large unrestricted VARs.
Such models are overparameterized, provide inaccurate forecasts, and are very sensitive to changes in economic
variables. Consequently, in such applications, the VAR’s parameter space must be reduced, either in a data-driven
manner or based upon the modeler’s knowledge of the underlying economic system. This model selection process
has been described as “blending data and personal beliefs according to a subjective, undocumented procedure that
others cannot duplicate” (Todd 1990)[p. 18].
Despite their overparameterization, in many applications, large VARs can be preferable to their smaller counterparts,
as small models can exclude potentially relevant variables. Ideally, if one has no prior knowledge that a variable
is irrelevant, it should be included in the model. For example, as described in Lütkepohl (2014), modeling the
Taylor Rule (Taylor 1993) requires an estimate of the “output gap” between real Gross Domestic Product and
potential output. The output gap is difficult to measure and can include many explanatory variables encompassing
disaggregated economic measurements. Moreover, recent work by Ibarra (2012) and Hendry & Hubrich (2011) have
shown that incorporating disaggregated series improves upon the forecasts of macroeconomic aggregates such as
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the Consumer Price Index. Hence, in these scenarios, to properly utilize all relevant economic information, a large
vector autoregression with a coherent variable selection procedure is required.
Shortly after the VAR’s inception, efforts were made to develop a systematic approach to reduce its parameterization.
Early attempts, such as Litterman (1979), centered upon a Bayesian approach underpinned by contemporary
macroeconomic theory. In applying a Bayesian VAR with a Gaussian prior (analogous to ridge regression), specific
priors were formulated based upon stylized facts regarding US macroeconomic data. For example, the popular
Minnesota prior incorporates the prevailing belief that macroeconomic variables can be reasonably modeled by a
univariate random walk via shrinking estimated models toward univariate unit root processes.
The Bayesian VAR with a Minnesota prior was shown by Robertson & Tallman (1999) to produce forecasts
superior to the conventional VAR, univariate models, and traditional simultaneous equation models. However, this
approach is very restrictive; in particular, it assumes that all series are contemporaneously uncorrelated, and it
requires the specification of several hyperparameters. Moreover, the Minnesota prior cannot accommodate large
VARs itself. As pointed out by Banbura et al. (2009), when constructing a 40 variable system, in addition to
the Minnesota prior, Litterman (1986b) imposes strict economically-motivated restrictions to limit the number of
variables in each equation.
Modern Bayesian VAR extensions originally proposed in Kadiyala & Karlsson (1997) and compiled by Koop
(2011) show that empirical regularization methods alone allow for the accurate forecasting of large VARs. Such
procedures impose data-driven restrictions on the parameter space while allowing for more general covariance
specifications and estimation of hyperparameters via empirical Bayes or Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. These
approaches are computationally expensive, and multi-step forecasts are nonlinear and must be obtained by additional
simulation. Using a conjugate Gaussian-Wishart prior, Banbura et al. (2009) extend the Minnesota prior to a
high-dimensional setting with a closed-form posterior distribution. Their technique uses a single hyperparameter,
which is estimated by cross-validation. However, their specification does not perform variable selection, and their
penalty parameter selection procedure is more natural within a frequentist framework.
More recent attempts to reduce the parameter space of VARs have incorporated the lasso (Tibshirani 1996), a
least squares variable selection technique. These approaches include the lasso-VAR proposed by Hsu et al. (2008)
and further explored by Song & Bickel (2011), Li & Chen (2014), and Davis et al. (2015). Theoretical properties
were investigated by Kock & Callot (2015) and by Basu & Michailidis (2015). Gefang (2012) considers a Bayesian
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implementation of the elastic net, an extension of the lasso proposed by Zou & Hastie (2005) that accounts for
highly correlated covariates. However, their implementation is not computationally tractable and they do not
observe much of a forecasting improvement over existing methods. The lasso-VAR has several advantages over
Bayesian approaches as it is more computationally efficient in high dimensions, performs variable selection, and can
readily compute multi-step forecasts and their associated prediction intervals.
In many applications, a VAR’s forecasts can be improved by incorporating unmodeled exogenous variables,
which are determined outside of the VAR. Examples of exogenous variables are context-dependent and range from
leading indicators to weather-related measurements. In many scenarios, global macroeconomic variables, such as
world oil prices, may be considered exogenous. Such models are most commonly referred to as “VARX” in the
econometrics literature, but they are also known as “transfer function” or “distributed lag” models.
VARX has become an especially popular approach in the modeling of small open economies, as they are generally
sensitive to a wide variety of global macroeconomic variables which evolve independently of their internal indicators.
For example Cushman & Zha (1997) use a structural VARX model to analyze the effect of monetary policy shocks
in Canada. The VARX is also amenable under scenarios in which forecasts are desired only from a subset of the
included series in a VAR, as by construction its corresponding VARX has a reduced parameterization. VARX
models have received considerable attention not just in economics, but also marketing (Nijs et al. 2007), political
science (Wood 2009), and real estate (Brooks & Tsolacos 2000).
Unfortunately, dimensionality issues have limited the utility of the VARX. As a result of the aforementioned
overparameterization concerns, in the conventional unrestricted VAR context most applications are limited to no
more than 6 series (Bernanke et al. 2005), forcing the practitioner to specify a priori a reduced subset of series to
include. The VARX faces similar restrictions. As outlined in Penm et al. (1993), lag order, the maximum number
of lagged observations to include, may differ between modeled and unmodeled series. Hence, in order to select a
VARX model using standard information-criterion minimization based methods, one must fit all subset models up
to the predetermined maximal lag order for both the series of forecasting interest (which we refer to as endogenous
throughout this paper) and exogenous series. Moreover, unlike the conventional VAR, zero constraints (restrictions
fixing certain model parameters to zero) are generally expected.
As it is often viewed as an economic rather than statistical problem, reducing the parameter space of the VARX
model has received considerably less attention. Ocampo & Rodrı́guez (2012) extend the aforementioned Bayesian
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VAR estimation methods to the VARX context. George et al. (2008) apply stochastic search variable selection to
the VARX framework; it provides a data-driven method to determine zero restrictions, but their approach is not
scalable to high dimensions. Chiuso & Pillonetto (2010) propose estimating a VARX model with lasso and group
lasso penalties but do not elaborate on potential group structures.
This paper seeks to bridge the considerable gap between the regularization and macroeconomic forecasting
communities. We develop the VARX-L framework which allows for high-dimensional penalized VARX estimation
while incorporating the unique structure of the VARX model in a computationally efficient manner. In order to
implement this framework, we develop substantial modifications to existing lasso and group lasso solution algorithms,
which were designed primarily for univariate regression applications with no time dependence.
We extend the lasso and its structured counterparts to impose structured sparsity on the VARX, taking into
account characteristics such as lag coefficient matrices, the delineation between a component’s own lags and
those of another component, and a potential nested structure between endogenous and exogenous variables. Our
methods offer great flexibility in capturing the underlying dynamics of an economic system while imposing minimal
assumptions on the parameter space.
Moreover, unlike previous approaches, due to our adaptation of convex optimization algorithms to a multivariate
time series setting, our models are well-suited for the simultaneous forecasting of high-dimensional low-frequency
macroeconomic time series. In particular, our models allow for prediction under scenarios in which the number of
component series and included exogenous variables is close to or exceeds the length of the series. Our procedures,
which avoid the use of subjective or complex hyperparameters, are publicly available in our R package BigVAR and
can easily be applied by practitioners.
Section 2 describes the notation used throughout the paper and introduces our structured regularization methodology.
Section 3 provides our implementation details and presents two macroeconomic forecasting applications. Section
4 details the “Minnesota VARX-L,” an extension that allows for the incorporation of unit root nonstationarity by
shrinking toward a vector random walk, section 5 presents a simulation study, and section 6 contains our conclusion.
The appendix details the solution strategies and algorithms that comprise the VARX-L class of models.

2

Methodology
A k-dimensional multivariate time series {yt }Tt=1 and m-dimensional exogenous multivariate time series {xt }Tt=1

follow a vector autoregression with exogenous variables of order (p, s), denoted VARXk,m (p, s), if the following
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linear relationship holds

yt = ν +

p
X

Φ(`) yt−` +

`=1

s
X

β (j) xt−j + ut for t = 1, . . . , T,

(2.1)

j=1

in which ν denotes a k-dimensional constant intercept vector, Φ(`) represents a k × k endogenous coefficient matrix
at lag ` = 1, . . . , p, β (j) represents a k × m exogenous coefficient matrix at lag j = 1, . . . , s, and ut denotes a
k-dimensional white noise vector that is independent and identically distributed with mean zero and nonsingular
covariance matrix Σu . A VAR, which is a special case of the VARX, can be represented by Equation (2.1) with
β (j) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , s.
In a low-dimensional setting, in which the number of included predictors is substantially smaller than the length
of the series, T , the VARX model can be fit by multivariate least squares, with ν, Φ = [Φ(1) , . . . , Φ(p) ], and
β = [β (1) , . . . , β (s) ] estimated as

argmin
ν ,Φ,β

in which kAkF =

qP

i,j

T
X
t=1

kyt − ν −

p
X

Φ(`) yt−` −

`=1

s
X

β (j) xt−j k2F ,

(2.2)

j=1

A2ij denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix A. In the absence of regularization, the

VARXk,m (p, s) requires the estimation of k(1 + kp + ms) regression parameters. In the following section, we will
apply several convex penalties to Equation (2.2) which aid in reducing the parameter space of the VARX by imposing
sparsity in Φ and β.

2.1

VARX-L: Structured Penalties for VARX Modeling

In this section, we introduce VARX-L, a general penalized multivariate regression framework for large VARX
models. We consider structured objectives of the form


p
T
s
X
X
X
min
kyt − ν −
Φ(`) yt−` −
β (j) xt−j k2F + λ Py (Φ) + Px (β) ,
ν ,Φ,β t=1
j=1
`=1

(2.3)

in which λ ≥ 0 is a penalty parameter, which is selected in a sequential, rolling manner according to a procedure
that is discussed in section 3.1, Py (Φ) denotes a penalty function on endogenous coefficients, and Px (β) denotes a
penalty function on exogenous coefficients. Table 1 details the penalty structures proposed in this paper; all but the
last have this separable structure. In the following section, we will discuss each penalty structure in detail. Note
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Table 1:

(`)

(`)

The Proposed VARX-L Penalty Functions. Note that Φon and Φoff denote the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of coefficient matrix Φ(`) ,
respectively.
Group Name
Py (Φ)
Px (β)
√
√ Ps
Pp
P
(j)
(2.4) Lag
k2 `=1 kΦ(`) kF
k j=1 m
i=1 kβ ·,i kF
p
√ Pp
√
P
P
Pm
(j)
(`)
(`)
p
s
k `=1 ||Φon ||F + k(k − 1) `=1 ||Φoff ||F
k j=1 i=1 kβ ·,i kF
(2.5) Own/Other
√
√ P
Pp
Pm
(j)
(1 − α) k2 `=1 kΦ(`) kF + αkΦk1
(1 − α) k s
kβ
(2.6) Sparse Lag
j=1
i=1
·,i kF +αkβk1
p
√ Pp
√ P

Pp
Pm
(`)
(`)
(j)
(2.7) Sparse Own/Other
(1 − α)
k `=1 ||Φon ||F + k(k − 1) `=1 ||Φoff ||F + αkΦk1
(1 − α) k s
j=1
i=1 kβ ·,i kF +αkβk1
(2.8) Basic
kΦk1
kβk1
(2.9) Endogenous-First

Py,x (Φ, β) =

Pp

Pk

`=1

j=1



(`)
(`)
(`)
k[Φj,· , β j,· ]kF + kβ j,· kF

that since we utilize a single penalty parameter for all model coefficients, it is required that all included series are
on the same scale; hence we assume that prior to estimation, the series are standardized to each have zero mean
and unit variance.
Equations (2.4)-(2.5) adapt the group lasso penalty proposed by Yuan & Lin (2006) to the VARX setting. The
group lasso partitions the parameter space into groups of related variables which are shrunk toward zero. Within a
group, all variables are either identically set to zero or are all nonzero. Our choices of Py and Px create structured
sparsity based on pre-specified groupings, which are designed to incorporate the intrinsic lagged structure of the
VARX. The proposed “lag group” methods have a substantial advantage over popular Bayesian approaches in that
they will both shrink least squares estimates toward zero as well as perform variable selection in a computationally
efficient manner.
Sparsity in the coefficient matrix is desirable when k and m are large because the conventional VARX is grossly
overparameterized. As stated in Litterman (1984), it is widely believed in macroeconomic forecasting that small
bits of relevant information exist throughout the data, and economic theory is not informative with regard to the
manner in which this information is scattered. The proposed VARX-L framework provides a systematic approach
to filter as much information as possible, assigning each bit an appropriate weight.
The group lasso penalty function was explored in the VAR context by Song & Bickel (2011) who consider several
structured groupings with a particular emphasis on creating a distinction between a series’ own lags and those of
another series. Theoretical properties of the use of a group lasso penalty in the VAR setting were further explored
by Basu et al. (2012).
A feature of the Lag Group VARX-L is that it does not impose sparsity within a group. Song & Bickel (2011)
attempt to circumvent this constraint by including several additional lasso penalties, but such an approach requires
a multi-dimensional gridsearch to select penalty parameters. The penalties for the proposed Sparse Group VARX-L
and Sparse Own/Other Group VARX-L, listed in Equations (2.6)-(2.7), instead implement the sparse group lasso
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Figure 1: Example sparsity pattern (active elements shaded) produced by a Lag Group VARX-L3,2 (5, 3)
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(Simon et al. 2013), which extends the group lasso to allow within-group sparsity. The sparse group lasso can be
viewed analogously to the elastic net (Zou & Hastie 2005) extended to structured penalties.
The penalty for the Basic VARX-L adapts the lasso (2.8); it considers no structure, or can be viewed as a
group lasso penalty that assigns each coefficient to a singleton group. In very high-dimensional scenarios, this most
basic penalty has computational advantages as compared to more complex approaches. Finally, the penalty for the
proposed Endogenous-First VARX-L, Equation (2.9), incorporates a nested penalty structure such that, within a
lag, endogenous coefficients are prioritized before their exogenous counterparts. Since this penalty structure is not
separable in the manner of Equation (2.3), its penalty function is denoted as Py,x .
Group VARX-L
We first present the Lag Group VARX-L (2.4), in which the endogenous coefficients are grouped according to
their lagged coefficient matrix Φ(`) for ` = 1, . . . , p, and at every lag, each exogenous component series is partitioned
into its own group. This structured grouping is expressed as

Py (Φ) =

√

k2

p
X

kΦ(`) kF ,

Px (β) =

m
s X
√ X
(j)
kβ ·,i kF .
k
j=1 i=1

`=1

Note that since the endogenous and exogenous groups differ in cardinality, it is required to weight the penalty to
avoid regularization favoring larger groups. This structure implies that for each endogenous series, a coefficient
matrix at lag ` is either entirely nonzero or entirely zero. Similarly, the relationship between an exogenous and
endogenous series at lag j will either be nonzero for all endogenous series or identically zero. A potential sparsity
pattern generated by this structure (with k = 3, p = 5, m = 2, and s = 3) is shown in Figure 1 with the active (i.e.
nonzero) elements shaded.
In comparison to Bayesian regularization methods, such as stochastic search variable selection (George et al.
2008), estimating the Lag Group VARX-L is tractable even in high dimensions. We are able to extend the efficient
group lasso solution method proposed by Qin et al. (2010), who utilize a block coordinate descent procedure
and transform each “one group” subproblem to a trust-region framework. These subproblems can then be solved
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Figure 2: Example sparsity pattern (active elements shaded) produced by an Own/Other Group VARX-L3,2 (5, 3)
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efficiently via univariate optimization. Details of our algorithm are provided in section A.3.2 of the appendix.
The Lag Group structure is advantageous for applications in which all series tend to exhibit comparable
dynamics, such as forecasting the disaggregate subcomponents of a composite index. It also can serve as a powerful
tool for lag selection. However, in many settings, it may not be appropriate to give equal consideration to every
entry in a coefficient matrix. Diagonal entries of each Φ(`) , which represent regression on a series’ own lags, are in
many applications more likely to be nonzero than are off-diagonal entries, which represent lagged cross dependence
with other components. The Own/Other Group VARX-L (2.5) allows for the partitioning of each lag matrix Φ(`)
into separate groups by assigning the following endogenous penalty structure

Py (Φ) =

p
p
X
p
√ X
(`)
(`)
||F + k(k − 1)
k
||Φon
||Φoff ||F ,
`=1

`=1

(`)

(`)
in which Φ(`)
and Φoff denotes its off-diagonal entries.
on denotes the diagonal elements of Φ

An example of this sparsity pattern is shown in Figure 2. The computational modifications required to utilize
the Own/Other structure are detailed in section A.3.3 of the appendix. This delineation between own lags and
other lags is often incorporated in macroeconomic forecasting. As detailed in Litterman (1986a), the traditional
Minnesota prior operates under the assumption that a series’ own past values account for most of its variation,
hence they are shrunk by a smaller factor than realizations of other series. The strong forecasting performance
of the VARX-L procedures that utilize the Own/Other structure in section 3.3 provides further justification for
Litterman’s beliefs.
Sparse Group VARX-L
For certain applications, a group penalty might be too restrictive. If a group is active, all coefficients in the
group will be nonzero, and including a large number of groups substantially increases computation time. Moreover,
it is inefficient to include an entire group if, for example, only one coefficient is truly nonzero. The sparse group
lasso, proposed by Simon et al. (2013) allows for within-group sparsity through a convex combination of lasso and
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Figure 3: Example sparsity pattern (active elements shaded) produced by a Sparse Lag Group VARX-L3,2 (5, 3)
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.

group lasso penalties. The Sparse Lag Group VARX-L (2.6) results in a penalty of the form

Py (Φ) = (1 − α)

√

k2

p
X

(`)

kΦ

s X
m
√ X

(j)
Px (β) = (1 − α) k
kβ ·,i kF + αkβk1 ,



kF + αkΦk1 ,

j=1 i=1

`=1

in which 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is an additional penalty parameter that controls within-group sparsity. Without prior knowledge
of the important predictors, we weight according to relative group sizes and set α =

1
k+1 ,

though α could also be

estimated by cross-validation. The inclusion of the L1 norm allows for within-group sparsity, hence even if a group
is considered active individual coefficients within it can be set to zero. An example sparsity pattern is depicted in
Figure 3.
Since the inclusion of within-group sparsity does not create a separable objective function, conventional group
lasso solution methods, such as coordinate descent, are no longer applicable. Following Simon et al. (2013), our
estimation algorithm for the Sparse Lag Group VARX-L makes use of proximal gradient descent. The details of this
approach and our implementation are provided in section A.3.4 of the appendix. This penalty can be extended to
alternative groupings. Consequently, we also consider the Sparse Own/Other Group VARX-L (2.7) as an estimation
procedure.
Basic VARX-L
The Basic VARX-L (2.8), proposed by Chiuso & Pillonetto (2010), incorporates no structure and can be viewed
as a special case of the Sparse Group VARX-L in which α = 1, resulting in penalties of the form

Py (Φ) = kΦk1 ,

Px (β) = kβk1 .

The L1 penalty will induce sparsity in the coefficient matrices Φ and β by zeroing individual entries. An example
sparsity pattern is depicted in Figure 4.
A major advantage of the Basic VARX-L over its structured counterparts is its computational tractability.
Our solution approach involves the use of coordinate descent, popularized for lasso problems by Friedman et al.
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Figure 4: Example sparsity pattern (active elements shaded) produced by a Basic VARX-L3,2 (5, 3)
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(2010). Coordinate descent consists of partitioning the Basic VARX-L into subproblems for each scalar element
[Φ, β]ij , solving component-wise, then updating until convergence. This approach is computationally efficient since,
in the Basic VARX-L context, each subproblem has a closed-form solution. Tseng (2001) establishes that global
convergence arises from solving individual subproblems in the coordinate descent framework. Our solution strategy
and algorithm are detailed section A.3.1 of the appendix.

2.2

An Endogenous-First Active Set

We have previously only considered structures that assign endogenous and exogenous variables to separate
groups. In this section, we consider a nested structure that can take into account the relative importance between
endogenous and exogenous predictor series.
In certain scenarios, there may exist an a priori importance ranking among endogenous and exogenous variables.
For example, the endogenous variables could represent economic indicators of interest in a small open economy,
with global macroeconomic indicators serving as exogenous variables. In such a scenario, it may be desirable for
exogenous variables to enter into a forecasting equation only if endogenous variables are also present at a given lag
`. We can consider such a structure by utilizing a hierarchical group lasso penalty (see, e.g. Jenatton et al. (2011)).
The Endogenous-First VARX-L penalty function (2.9) takes the form

Py,x (Φ, β) =

p X
k
X


(`)
(`)
(`)
k[Φj,· , β j,· ]kF + kβ j,· kF .

(2.10)

`=1 j=1

Under this structure, at a given lag, exogenous variables can enter the model only after the endogenous variables
at the same lag. Note that this structure requires that s ≤ p. It should also be noted that (2.10) decouples across
rows, allowing for separate nested structures across each endogenous series. This sparsity pattern is depicted in
Figure 5.
Most group lasso solution methods, such as block coordinate descent, take advantage of the separability of
groups to improve computational performance. Although the nested structure is not directly separable, based on
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Figure 5: Example sparsity pattern (active elements shaded) generated by an Endogenous-First VARX-L3,2 (4, 4). Note that a row
in β (`) can only be nonzero if the corresponding row in Φ(`) is also nonzero.

the methodology of Jenatton et al. (2011), its dual can be solved in one pass of block coordinate descent. Details
of the solution approach and our algorithm are provided in section A.3.5 of the appendix.

3

High-Dimensional Macroeconometrics
In this section, we evaluate our regularization procedures in two macroeconomic data applications: one high-dimensional

and one low-dimensional. In our first application, we consider applying the proposed VARX-L procedures on the
widely used set of US macroeconomic indicators originally constructed by Stock & Watson (2005). Our second
example considers forecasting a small set of Canadian macroeconomic indicators and incorporating the previous
US data as exogenous series. Section 3.1 outlines the practical implementation of our penalty parameter selection
procedure, section 3.2 describes the benchmarks that we compare our models against, section 3.3 details our
macroeconomic applications.

3.1

Practical Implementation

The regularization parameter, λ, is not known in practice and is typically chosen via cross-validation. In this
section, we detail our strategy for selecting λ. Following Friedman et al. (2010), we select from a grid of potential
penalty parameters that starts with the smallest value in which all components of [Φ, β] will be zero and decreases
in log-linear increments. This value differs for each procedure and can be inferred by their respective algorithms.
The starting values are summarized in Table 9 located in section A.5 of the appendix. The number of gridpoints,
n, as well as the depth of the grid are left to user input. A deep grid and large number of gridpoints result in
increased computational costs and often do not improve forecasting performance. We have found that a grid depth
1
25 λmax

and 10 gridpoints achieve adequate forecast performance in most scenarios.

Due to time-dependence, our problem is not well-suited to traditional n-fold cross-validation. Instead, following
Banbura et al. (2009), we propose choosing the optimal penalty parameter by minimizing h-step ahead mean-square
forecast error (MSFE), in which h denotes the desired forecast horizon. We divide the data into three periods: one
for initialization, one for training, and one for forecast evaluation. Define time indices T1 =

12

T 
3

, T2 =

 2T 
3

.

We start our validation process by fitting a model using all data up to time T1 − h + 1 and forecast ŷTλ1i +h for
i = 1, . . . , n. We then sequentially add one observation at a time and repeat this process until time T2 − h + 1. This
procedure is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Illustration of Rolling Cross-Validation

We select λ̂ as the minimizer of

M SF E(λi ) =

1
(T2 − T1 − h + 1)

TX
2 −h

λi
kŷt+h
− yt+h k2F .

(3.1)

t=T1 −h+1

Finally, from time T2 − h + 1 to T − h + 1, we evaluate the h-step ahead forecast accuracy of λ̂. If desired,
additional criterion functions can be substituted. MSFE is the most natural criterion given our use of the least
squares objective function. Rather than parallelizing the cross-validation procedure, our approach uses the result
from the previous period as an initialization or “warm start,” which substantially decreases computation time. The
penalty parameter selection procedure is presented in Algorithm 2 in the appendix.
Multi-step Predictions
The VARX-L framework can easily accommodate multi-step ahead forecasting. To do so, we modify our solution
algorithms to calculate direct multi-step ahead forecasts. Essentially, computing direct h-step forecasts involves
solving the standard VARX-L objective (2.3) while leaving a gap of h observations.

min
ν ,Φ,β

T −h+1
X
t=1

kyt − ν −

p
X
`=1

Φ(`) yt−h−`+1 −

s
X



β (j) xt−h−j+1 k2F + λ Py (Φ) + Px (β) .

j=1

Per Clark & McCracken (2013), the direct h-step ahead forecast can be calculated as

b (1) xt + · · · + β
b (s) xt−s+1 .
b (1) yt + · · · + Φ
b (p) yt−p+1 + β
ŷt+h = ν̂ + Φ

The iterative approach, in which multi-step forecasts are computed recursively as 1−step ahead forecasts using
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predicted values is another popular technique to compute long-horizon forecasts. This approach is not directly
extendable to the VARX setting, as we do not forecast the exogenous series.
If iterative multi-step predictions are desired, one could instead fit the full VARk+m . However, as shown in
Marcellino et al. (2006), direct forecasts are more robust to model misspecification, making them more appropriate
in high-dimensional settings. As our macroeconomic applications consider quarterly data, in section 3.3 we compute
both 1−step and 4−step ahead forecasts.
Selecting a Structure
The VARX-L framework offers many choices for structured penalties suited toward a wide range of applications.
Under scenarios in which little is known about the potential dynamic dependence of the included series, the Basic
VARX-L makes no underlying structural assumptions.
The Lag and Sparse Lag Group VARX-L structures are most appropriate when the endogenous series are
closely related; for example, if the series of interest comprise unemployment rates segmented by state or census
region. The Own/Other and Sparse Own/Other Group VARX-L structures are most appropriate for macroeconomic
applications in which a series’ own lags are thought to have substantially different temporal dependence than those
of “other” series. As an example, one could consider a disparate group of series traditionally examined in small-scale
macroeconometric forecasting applications: the US Federal Funds Rate, the GDP Growth Rate, and the Consumer
Price Index. The Endogenous-First structure is best suited toward applications in which the forecasting effectiveness
of the exogenous series is unknown.
One potential diagnostic tool involves fitting the Sparse Group VARX-L with both λ and α selected according
to rolling cross validation. A selected value of α close to 0 indicates evidence of strong groupwise sparsity, while a
value close to 1 indicates unstructured sparsity, and values in the middle provide evidence for some combination of
the two.
Since the computational time required to apply all procedures is manageable, in practice, we suggest fitting
several VARX-L structures and selecting the approach that achieves the best out of sample forecasting performance.

3.2

Methods for Comparison

A conventional VARX model selection approach in a low-dimensional setting involves fitting a VARXk,m (`, j)
by least squares for 0 ≤ ` ≤ p, 0 ≤ j ≤ s and selecting lag orders for both the endogenous and exogenous series
based on an information criterion, such as Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) or Bayesian Information Criterion
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(BIC). Per Lütkepohl (2005), the AIC and BIC of a VARXk,m (`, j) are defined as


2 k(k` + mj)
`,j
b
,
AIC(`, j) = log |Σu | +
T

log(T ) k(k` + mj)
`,j
b
BIC(`, j) = log |Σu | +
.
T

b `,j
in which Σ
u is the residual sample covariance matrix obtained from the estimated VARXk,m (`, j), and |Σ| represents
the determinant of Σ. The selected lag orders (`, j) are then chosen as the minimizer of AIC or BIC. AIC penalizes
each model coefficient uniformly by a factor of two whereas BIC scales penalties relative to series length. Hence,
when T is large, BIC will tend to select more parsimonious models than AIC.
We compare our methods against least squares model selection procedures that utilize AIC and BIC to select lag
b u could be ill-conditioned, we construct
orders. Since we are considering high-dimensional applications, in which Σ
our least squares estimates using a variation of the approach developed by Neumaier & Schneider (2001). This
procedure constructs the least squares estimates using a QR decomposition, which obviates the need for explicit
matrix inversion. In addition, following a heuristic proposed by Hansen (1998), we impose a ridge penalty: (k · ` +

m · j)2 + (k · ` + m · j) + 1 machine scaled by the column norms of the lagged series yt−1 , . . . , yt−p , xt−1 , . . . , xt−s , in
b u is well-defined without
which machine denotes machine precision. This penalty ensures that the determinant of Σ
noticeably impacting degree of freedom calculations.
We additionally compare our methods against two naive approaches that provide insight with regard to the
level of temporal dependence in the data. We first consider the unconditional sample mean, which will make h-step
ahead forecasts at time t + h based upon the average of all observed data up to time t: ŷt+h =

1
t

Pt

i=1

yi . Scenarios

in which the sample mean forecasts well relative to more sophisticated procedures imply a weak linear relationship
with lagged series. Second, we consider the vector random walk model, which makes h-step ahead forecasts based
upon the most recent realization of the series, i.e. ŷt+h = yt . Superior performance of the vector random walk
indicates high persistence or a strong degree of temporal dependence, as is often observed in macroeconomic data.
Finally, we compare against the popular Bayesian VAR with a modified Minnesota Prior proposed by Banbura
et al. (2009) (henceforth BGR). Their approach acts very similarly to ridge regression in that it shrinks least squares
coefficients toward zero with the degree of regularization determined by a single penalty parameter. This parameter
is chosen according to rolling cross validation as described in section 3.1. As in Banbura et al. (2009), instead of
fitting a VARXk,m (p, s), we fit a VARk+m (p) and select the regularization parameter as the minimizer of h−step
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ahead MSFE across the k endogenous series. This allows for BGR’s method to make forecasts utilizing information
from both the endogenous and exogenous series, which creates a direct comparison with our VARX-L framework.
BGR’s approach modifies the Minnesota Prior to make it computationally tractable in high dimensions, but
it does not does not return sparse solutions. Superior performance of the VARX-L methods relative to BGR’s
approach provides evidence as to the importance of imposing sparsity in obtaining accurate forecasts. Details of
our implementation of BGR’s procedure are provided in section A.4 in the appendix.

3.3

Macroeconometric Applications

We evaluate our methods on the large and widely utilized macroeconomic dataset created by Stock & Watson
(2005) and later amended by Koop (2011). The dataset consists of 168 quarterly US macroeconomic indicators
containing information about various aspects of the economy, including income, industrial production, employment,
stock prices, interest rates, exchange rates, etc. The data ranges from Quarter 2 of 1959 to Quarter 3 of 2007
(T = 195). Per Koop (2011), the series can be categorized into several levels; we consider the following three:
• Small (k = 3): Three variables (Federal Funds Rate, Consumer Price Index, Gross Domestic Product growth
rate). Core group, typically used in simple dynamic stochastic generalized equilibrium models;
• Medium (k = 20): Small plus 17 additional variables containing aggregated economic information (e.g.,
consumption, labor, housing, exchange rates);
• Medium-Large (k = 40): Medium plus 20 additional aggregate variables.
For a detailed description of each set of variables, consult Koop (2011). As Banbura et al. (2009) found that the
greatest improvements in forecast performance occurred with the medium VAR, that will be our focus. We will
attempt to forecast the medium set of indicators (k = 20) while using the additional variables from the medium-large
category as exogenous predictors (m = 20). Before estimation, each series is transformed to stationarity according
to the specifications provided by Stock & Watson (2005) and standardized by subtracting the sample mean and
dividing by the sample standard deviation. Quarter 2 of 1976 to Quarter 3 of 1992 is used for penalty parameter
selection while Quarter 4 of 1992 to Quarter 3 of 2007 is used for forecast evaluation. Our results are summarized
in Table 2.
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Table 2: One-step and four-step ahead MSFE of k = 20 macroeconomic indicators (relative to sample mean) with m = 20 exogenous
predictors p = 4, s = 4.
Model/VARX-L Penalty Structure
Basic
Lag Group
Own/Other Group
Sparse Lag Group
Sparse Own/Other Group
Endogenous-First
VARX with lags selected by AIC
VARX with lags selected by BIC
BGR’s Bayesian VAR
Sample Mean
Random Walk

One-step ahead Out of Sample Relative MSFE
0.8064
0.8747
0.7773
0.8206
0.7823
0.8531
5.0223
0.9455
0.9414
1.0000
1.9909

Four-step ahead Out of Sample Relative MSFE
0.9672
0.9798
0.9582
0.9702
0.9590
0.9748
7.8363
1.1603
0.9765
1.0000
1.8706

Most of our VARX-L procedures substantially outperform the benchmarks at both forecast horizons, with the
Own/Other Group VARX-L and Sparse Own/Other Group VARX-L achieving the best performance. This provides
evidence that making the distinction between a series’ own lags and those of other series can improve forecasts in
macroeconomic applications. The relatively poor performance of the Lag Group VARX-L suggests that a lag based
grouping may be too general for such a disparate group of series and hence not appropriate for this application.
The imposition of sparsity appears to be crucial, as BGR’s Bayesian VAR performs worse than all VARX-L
procedures at both horizons except for the Lag Group VARX-L at h = 4. It performs very similarly to the least
squares VARX with lags selected by BIC at h = 1, but slightly better at h = 4.
The VARX with lags selected by AIC is substantially outperformed by the sample mean at both horizons,
whereas the VARX with lags selected by BIC slightly outperforms it at h = 1, but is outperformed at h = 4. Since
AIC imposes a weaker penalty for higher lag orders than BIC, it has a tendency to construct overparameterized
models, whereas BIC has a tendency to underfit and misses out on potential dynamic relationships that the VARX-L
procedures are able to capture. Since neither approach imposes variable selection, these models tend to result in
very noisy multi-step ahead forecasts.
Canadian Macroeconomic Data Application
We next consider a low-dimensional application in which we forecast Canadian indicators using US macroeconomic
series as exogenous predictors. As a small, relatively open economy Canada’s macroeconomic indicators have been
shown to be very sensitive to their US counterparts. In particular, Racette & Raynauld (1992) and Cushman
& Zha (1997) demonstrate that the US Gross Domestic Product and Federal Funds Rate are very influential in
modeling Canada’s analogous monetary policy proxy variables. Taking this into consideration, we forecast k = 4
Canadian macroeconomic series using our previously defined medium dataset as exogenous predictors (m = 20).
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The endogenous series are Canadian M1 (a measure of the liquid components of money supply), Canadian Industrial
Production, Canadian GDP (relative to 2000), and the Canada/US Exchange Rate.
The Canadian series range from Quarter 3 of 1960 to Quarter 3 of 2007. Quarter 3 of 1977 to Quarter 2 of 1993
is used for penalty parameter selection while Quarter 3 of 1993 to Quarter 3 of 2007 is used for forecast evaluation
(T = 191). In addition to the standard benchmarks, we also compare against our procedures in the VAR framework,
in which the exogenous predictors are ignored. Our results are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3: One-step ahead and four-step ahead MSFE (relative to sample mean) for VARX forecasts of k = 4 Canadian macroeconomic
indicators with m = 20 exogenous predictors p = 4, s = 4 and VAR forecasts of 4 Canadian macroeconomic indicators, p = 4.
Model/VARX-L Penalty Structure
One-step ahead Out of Sample RMSFE
Four-step ahead Out of Sample RMSFE
Basic
0.8406
0.9187
Lag Group
0.8357
0.9285
0.8376
0.9143
Own/Other Group
Sparse Lag Group
0.8274
0.9129
Sparse Own/Other Group
0.8390
0.9181
Endogenous-First
0.8454
0.9593
VARX with lags selected by AIC
1.3680
1.7739
VARX with lags selected by BIC
0.8785
1.0941
BGR’s Bayesian VAR (with exogenous series)
1.0058
0.9748
Model/VAR-L Penalty Structure
Basic
Lag Group
Own/Other Group
Sparse Lag Group
Sparse Own/Other Group
VAR with lag selected by AIC
VAR with lag selected by BIC
BGR’s Bayesian VAR (without exogenous series)

One-step ahead Out of Sample RMSFE
0.8465
0.8575
0.8491
0.8506
0.8493
0.9190
0.8785
1.0066

Four-step ahead Out of Sample RMSFE
0.9645
0.9965
0.9604
0.9623
0.9655
1.1365
1.0941
0.9891

1.0000
1.3388

1.0000
1.7180

Sample Mean
Random Walk

Even at this low dimension, we find that all of our models substantially outperform the AIC and BIC benchmarks
across both forecast horizons, with the Sparse Lag Group VARX-L achieving superior performance at both horizons.
This low-dimensional example is better suited toward lag based groupings than our previous application. Consequently,
the relative forecasting performance of the Lag Group VARX-L and Sparse Lag Group VARX-L improve substantially.
In addition, we find that our methods are able to effectively leverage relevant information from the exogenous
predictors, as every VARX-L procedure achieves better out of sample performance than its corresponding VAR-L.
Conversely, the information criterion based VARX approaches fail to outperform their VAR counterparts. At h = 1
and h = 4, BIC produces identical forecast error in both the VAR and VARX setting, indicating that it never
selects any exogenous series.
BGR’s Bayesian VAR performs poorly in this scenario, achieving similar forecast performance to the sample
mean across both horizons, both with and without exogenous series, outperforming only the Lag Group VAR-L at
h = 4. Its poor performance across both settings suggests that imposing sparsity is desirable even in low-dimensional
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applications.

4

Extending the VARX-L for Unit-Root Nonstationarity
In some scenarios, it may not be appropriate to shrink every coefficient toward zero. In traditional time series

analysis, economic series that exhibit persistence are transformed to stationarity. However, this framework has
several drawbacks. First, if no pre-established transformation guidelines are available, this process can be labor
intensive and subjective. Second, as stated by Kennedy (2003), stationarity transformations destroy information
about the long-run relationships of economic variables. Ideally, to effectively forecast using all available information,
it would be preferable to work directly with the untransformed series. In this section, we outline a possible
extension that allows for shrinking toward reference models, such as a vector random walk, that can account for
mild non-stationarity, which is ubiquitous in macroeconomic data.

The “Minnesota” VARX-L
The proposed VARX-L models can easily be modified to shrink toward a known constant matrix. Shrinking
toward constant matrices Cy ∈ Rk×kp , Cx ∈ Rk×ms results in a slightly modified objective of the form
T
X

min
kyt − ν − ΦY t−1 −
ν ,Φ,β t=1

βXt−1 k2F



+ λ Py (Φ − Cy ) + Px (β − Cx ) .

(4.1)

>
>
] and Xt = [x>
in which Y t = [yt> , . . . , yt−p
t , . . . , xt−s ].

e = Φ − Cy and
Let [Φ, β]λ (Cy , Cx ) denote a solution to this problem. Now, by a change of variables Φ
e = β − Cx , we obtain the equivalent problem
β
T
X

min
f e
ν ,Φ
,β t=1



2
e
e
e
e
kyt − ν − Cy Y t−1 − ΦY t−1 − Cx Xt−1 − βXt−1 kF + λ Py (Φ) + Px (β) ,

which can be expressed as
T
X

min
f e
ν ,Φ
,β t=1



2
e
e
e
e
ke
yt − ν − ΦY t−1 − βXt−1 kF + λ Py (Φ) + Px (β) ,

e λ (0, 0)
e β]
et = yt − Cy Y t−1 − Cx Xt−1 . We can view the solution to this transformed problem as [Φ,
in which y
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Table 4: One-step and four-step ahead MSFE (relative to a random walk) for k = 20 nonstationary macroeconomic indicators with
m=20 exogenous predictors which shrink toward a vector random walk.
Model/Minnesota VARX-L Penalty Structure
One-step Ahead Out of Sample RMSFE
Basic
0.8173
Lag Group
0.9450
0.8155
Own/Other Group
Sparse Lag Group
0.9858
0.8808
Sparse Own/Other Group
Endogenous-First
0.9746
VARX with lag selected by AIC
1.2764
1.2764
VARX with lag selected by BIC
BGR’s Bayesian VAR
1.3475
Sample Mean
11.304
1.0000
Random Walk

Four-step Ahead Out of Sample RMSFE
0.9460
0.9590
0.9520
0.9702
0.9550
0.9518
1.1896
1.1896
1.0083
5.7747
1.0000

et . Hence, transforming back to the setting of Equation (4.1), we find that
operating on y

e λ (0k×kp , 0k×ms ).
e β]
[Φ, β]λ (Cy , Cx ) = [Cy , Cx ] + [Φ,

As an example, consider Cy = [Ik , 0k×k , . . . , 0k×k ], Cx = 0k×ms , which implements a variant of the Minnesota
prior, shrinking the VARX-L model toward a vector random walk. We refer to this extension as the “Minnesota”
VARX-L. It could be very useful in economic applications as it is widely believed that many persistent macroeconomic
time series can be well approximated by a random walk (Litterman 1979).
In order to validate this alternative approach, we follow the methodology of Banbura et al. (2009), who also
utilize the data from Stock & Watson (2005), but eschew stationarity transformations and work directly with
the untransformed series. We again apply our VARX-L forecasting procedures by forecasting the aforementioned
medium set of (k = 20) series using the remaining 20 variables in the medium large set as exogenous predictors,
but choose not to perform any stationarity transformations and instead shrink toward a vector random walk.
One advantage of not applying stationarity transformations is that it allows us to utilize more of our data. The
data used in section 3.3 extends to Quarter 4 of 2008, but one series, non-borrowed depository institutional reserves
(FMRNBA), becomes negative in early 2008 due in part to changes in both monetary policy and Federal Reserve
accounting (Ip 2008). The stationarity transformation guidelines provided by Stock & Watson (2005) for this series
propose taking the first difference of logs, which is obviously not appropriate for negative values.
Quarter 3 of 1976 to Quarter 2 of 1993 are used for penalty parameter selection while Quarter 3 of 1993 through
Quarter 4 of 2008 are used for forecast evaluation (T=200). In this application, we also shrink BGR’s Bayesian
VAR toward a random walk. Our results are summarized in Table 4.
We find the each of these Minnesota VARX-L procedures outperform the random walk at both forecast horizons
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with the Own/Other Group Minnesota VARX-L achieving the best out of sample performance at h = 1 and the
Basic VARX-L performing the best at h = 4.
We observe that under this scenario, the choice of structure substantially affects forecasting performance. Lag
based groupings, such as the Lag Group, Sparse Lag Group, and Endogenous-First perform relatively poorly at
h = 1 but slightly improve relative to other methods at h = 4, however they still outperform the naive methods
across both horizons. Their reduced relative performance is likely due to their inability to distinguish between the
diagonal random walk component and the coefficients on other lags in the coefficient matrix Φ(1) .
AIC and BIC are not well suited toward a nonstationarity setting, hence are completely uninformative, selecting
lag orders of p = 1 and s = 0 at every point in time across both horizons. BGR’s procedure, despite the imposition
of a random walk prior, produces inferior forecasts to both the VARX-L procedures and the naive random walk.

5

Simulation Scenarios
In this section, we consider evaluating the forecasting performance of our procedures on several simulated

multivariate time series conforming to different sparsity patterns, with one constructed to be advantageous for each
proposed structure. Our objective is to quantify relative performance under both matched and unmatched model
sparsity and penalty function structures. All simulations operate on a VARX5,5 (4, 4) of length T = 100, and each
simulation is repeated 100 times. The choice of p = s = 4 was selected because it represents one year of dependence
for quarterly series, which is a common frequency of macroeconomic data. The middle third of the data is used
for penalty parameter selection while the last third is used for forecast evaluation. Under each scenario, Σu is
distributed according to a multivariate normal distribution with mean 05 and covariance (0.01) × I 5 . We do not
include an intercept in any simulation scenarios. The coefficient matrix from each simulation scenario was designed
to ensure that a stationary process would be generated.
In order to simulate from a VARX5,5 (4, 4), we start by constructing a VAR10 (4). Denoting the first 5 series as
yt and the second 5 as xt , we simulate according to the unidirectional relationship
 

4




(`)

X Φ
yt 
 =

 

xt
0
`=1



(`)

 yt−` 

 + ut ,


Γ(`)
xt−`

β

in which Γ` ∈ Rm×m denotes the dependence structure of the exogenous series xt (which follows the same sparsity
iid

pattern as Φ` ), and ut ∼ N (0, 0.01 × I 10 ).
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Figure 7: Sparsity Pattern Scenario 1: Unstructured Sparsity. Darker shading represents coefficients that are larger in magnitude.
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Table 5: Out of sample MSFE of one-step ahead forecasts after 100 simulations: Scenario 1. Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
Model/VARX-L Penalty Structure
Basic
Lag Group
Own/Other Group
Sparse Lag Group
Sparse Own/Other Group
Endogenous-First
VARX with lags selected by AIC
VARX with lags selected by BIC
BGR’s Bayesian VAR
Sample Mean
Random Walk

MSFE
0.0645 (0.0012)
0.0755 (0.0010)
0.0734 (0.0010)
0.0724 (0.0009)
0.0699 (0.0009)
0.0779 (0.0010)
0.1040 (0.0017)
0.1183 (0.0032)
0.3675 (0.0124)
1.4187 (0.0681)
0.8416 (0.0272)

MSFE Relative to Sample Mean
0.0454
0.0532
0.0517
0.0510
0.0492
0.0549
0.0733
0.0833
0.2590
1.0000
0.5932

Scenario 1: Unstructured Sparsity
We first consider a scenario in which the sparsity is completely random; our sparsity pattern was generated in
such a manner that each coefficient was given an equally likely probability of being active. Under such a design,
we should expect superior performance from the Basic VARX-L, which assumes no group structure. We do not
expect such a structure to be a common occurrence in macroeconomic applications, but it may be present in other
application areas, such as internet traffic in which the included series can differ substantially and will likely not
exhibit any group structure. This sparsity pattern is depicted in Figure 7 and the results are summarized in Table
5.
In this scenario, as expected, we find that the Basic VARX-L achieves the best performance. Of the structured
methods, the Sparse Own/Other VARX-L performs the best, as it can partially accommodate this sparsity pattern.
As expected, the other approaches, which impose a structure that is not present in the data suffer from degraded
forecasts, but all structured approaches substantially outperform the AIC and BIC benchmarks. BGR’s Bayesian
VAR, which cannot perform variable nor lag order selection, achieves substantially worse forecast performance than
both information criterion based methods.
Scenario 2: Lag Sparsity
We next consider a scenario in which Φ(4) and β (4) are dense with coefficients of the same magnitude, and
all other coefficients are set to zero. Such a sparsity pattern may be present in disaggregated macroeconomic
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Figure 8: Sparsity Pattern Scenario 2: Lag Sparsity
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Table 6: Out of sample MSFE of one-step ahead forecasts after 100 simulations: Scenario 2. Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
Model/VARX-L Penalty Structure
Basic
Lag Group
Own/Other Group
Sparse Lag Group
Sparse Own/Other Group
Endogenous-First
VARX with lags selected by AIC
VARX with lags selected by BIC
BGR’s Bayesian VAR
Sample Mean
Random Walk

MSFE
0.0786 (0.0012)
0.0709 (0.0011)
0.0713 (0.0011)
0.0739 (0.0012)
0.0742 (0.0011)
0.0720 (0.0011)
1.0084 (0.0273)
0.9927 (0.0282)
0.5769 (0.0146)
0.5623 (0.0123)
1.1279 (0.0322)

MSFE Relative to Sample Mean
0.1397
0.1260
0.1268
0.1314
0.1319
0.1280
1.7933
1.7654
1.0259
1.0000
2.0058

series, such as agricultural price indices which follow a purely seasonal autoregressive relationship and exhibit a
substantial degree of cross-dependence. Under such a design, we should expect superior performance from the Lag
Group VARX-L, which partitions all coefficients within a lag to the same group. This sparsity pattern is depicted
in Figure 8, and the results are summarized in Table 6.
As expected, we find that the Lag Group VARX-L achieves the best performance and all structured approaches
outperform the Basic VARX-L. Under this scenario, all VARX-L procedures offer a substantial improvement over
the benchmarks. This is likely a result of their ability to effectively leverage the strong signal from the exogenous
predictors. Note that although the AIC and BIC benchmarks utilize this exogenous information, they are restricted
to select from models of sequentially increasing lag order, hence they cannot accommodate this sparsity pattern
and likely overfit, resulting in comparable performance to a random walk. BGR’s Bayesian VAR improves upon the
information criterion based benchmarks, but since it cannot perform variable selection, it performs substantially
worse than all VARX-L methods.
Scenario 3: Structured Lagwise Sparsity, Unstructured Within-Lag
Our third scenario can be thought of as a hybrid of Scenarios 1 and 2. As in Scenario 2, certain coefficient matrices
are set identically to zero; only matrices Φ(1) , Φ(4) , β (1) , and β (4) contain nonzero coefficients. Additionally,
in a similar manner to Scenario 1, sparsity within each lag is unstructured. This scenario can be viewed as
a less restrictive and more realistic version of the structure presented in Scenario 2 as it allows the degree of
cross-dependence to vary across components. In such a scenario, we should expect procedures that allow for
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Figure 9: Sparsity Pattern Scenario 3: Structured Lagwise, Unstructured within Lag
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Table 7: Out of sample MSFE of one-step ahead forecasts after 100 simulations: Scenario 3. Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
Model/VARX-L Penalty Structure
Basic
Lag Group
Own/Other Group
Sparse Lag Group
Sparse Own/Other Group
Endogenous-First
VARX with lags selected by AIC
VARX with lags selected by BIC
BGR’s Bayesian VAR
Sample Mean
Random Walk

MSFE
0.0665 (0.0008)
0.0696 (0.0008)
0.0699 (0.0009)
0.0677 (0.0008)
0.0683 (0.0008)
0.0711 (0.0009)
0.1300 (0.0019)
0.2501 (0.0061)
0.7568 (0.0515)
0.5287 (0.0275)
1.3000 (0.0731)

MSFE Relative to Sample Mean
0.1258
0.1317
0.1322
0.1281
0.1293
0.1345
0.2458
0.4730
1.4314
1.0000
2.4588

within-group sparsity, such as the Sparse Lag Group VARX-L and Basic VARX-L to achieve the best forecast
performance. This sparsity pattern is depicted in Figure 9 and the results are summarized in Table 7.
Under this scenario, the Basic VARX-L achieves the best performance, followed closely by the Sparse Lag Group
VARX-L. Unlike Scenario 2, since this structure exhibits dependence in the first lag, the information-criterion based
benchmarks are able to capture a portion of the true underlying structure in both the endogenous and exogenous
series and thus substantially outperform the naive benchmarks. However, since they cannot account for within-lag
sparsity, they are still considerably outperformed by all VARX-L methods. As in Scenario 1, BGR’s Bayesian VAR
performs very poorly, since it cannot perform variable or lag order selection.
Scenario 4: Sparse and Diagonally Dominant
Our final scenario consists of a diagonally-dominant sparsity structure, in which all diagonal elements in Φ(1)
and Φ(4) are equal in magnitude, whereas all off-diagonal endogenous coefficients are set to zero. As in scenario
2, the coefficients in β (1) and β (4) are identical in magnitude. This structure incorporates the belief posited by
Litterman (1986a) that macroeconomic series’ own lags are more informative in forecasting applications than lags
of other series. Under this setting, one would expect superior performance from the Own/Other Group VARX-L.
The sparsity pattern is depicted in Figure 10 and the simulation results are summarized in Table 8.
Under Scenario 4, as expected, the Own/Other and Sparse Own/Other Group VARX-L achieve superior
forecasts. Since the magnitude of coefficients within a lag matrix varies substantially, structures that utilize lag-based
groupings, such as the Lag Group and Endogenous-First VARX-L are unable to capture this discrepancy and thus
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Figure 10: Sparsity Pattern Scenario 4: Sparse and Diagonally Dominant
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Table 8: Out of sample MSFE of one-step ahead forecasts after 100 simulations: Scenario 4. Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
Model/VARX-L Penalty Structure
Basic
Lag Group
Own/Other Group
Sparse Lag Group
Sparse Own/Other Group
Endogenous-First
VARX with lags selected by AIC
VARX with lags selected by BIC
BGR’s Bayesian VAR
Sample Mean
Random Walk

MSFE
0.0669 (0.0008)
0.0720 (0.0008)
0.0626 (0.0008)
0.0729 (0.0011)
0.0625 (0.0008)
0.0725 (0.0011)
0.1043 (0.0015)
0.1044 (0.0015)
0.7741 (0.0394)
1.6460 (0.0902)
0.7512 (0.0390)

MSFE Relative to Sample Mean
0.0406
0.0437
0.0380
0.0442
0.0379
0.0440
0.0633
0.0634
0.4702
1.0000
0.4563

perform relatively poorly. However, they still substantially outperform the benchmark procedures. We again find
that VARX with lags selected by AIC and BIC perform very poorly, as they are restricted to select from sequentially
increasing lag orders and cannot account for within-lag sparsity. BGR’s Bayesian VAR also performs poorly for
similar reasons.
Overall, all of the proposed VARX-L models are fairly robust to sparsity patterns not conforming to their true
group structures. In each scenario, every method substantially outperforms all benchmark procedures. Scenario 1
is the only case in which the structured approaches perform poorly relative to the Basic VARX-L. We expect such
an unstructured sparsity pattern to occur only rarely in macroeconomic applications.

6

Conclusion
We have shown that the proposed VARX-L structured regularization framework is very amenable to the VARX

setting in that it can simultaneously reduce its parameter space and still incorporate useful information from both
endogenous and exogenous predictors. VARX-L models scale well with the dimension of the data and are quite
flexible in accommodating a wide variety of potential dynamic structures. Each of the proposed methods consistently
outperforms benchmark procedures both in simulations and in macroeconomic forecasting applications. Forecast
performance of all models appears to be robust across multiple sparsity structures as well as forecast horizons.
Moreover, upon examining actual macroeconomic data, structured VARX-L models tend to outperform the Basic
VARX-L.
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Our work has considerable room for extensions. This paper focuses solely on forecasting applications, but our
VARX-L framework could also be extended to structural analysis and policy evaluation using an approach similar
to that of Furman (2014). In addition, our current implementation requires a coherent maximal lag selection
mechanism. The common procedure of choosing a lag order based on the frequency of the data is problematic in
that it can lead to overfitting. One could potentially incorporate an additional penalty parameter that grows as the
lag order increases, as in Song & Bickel (2011), but this approach requires a multi-dimensional penalty parameter
selection procedure and subjective specification of a functional form for the lag penalty.
An R package containing our algorithms and validation procedures, BigVAR, is available on Github https:
//github.com/wbnicholson/BigVAR.
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A

Appendix

A.1

Compact Matrix Notation

In deriving the solution methods for our algorithms, we find it convenient to express the VARX using compact
matrix notation

Y = [y1 , . . . , yT ]

(k × T );

1 = [1, . . . , 1]>

(T × 1).

>
> >
Z t = [yt> , . . . , yt−p
, x>
t , . . . , xt−s ]

[(kp + ms) × 1];

Z = [Z 2 , . . . , Z T −1 ]

[(kp + ms) × T ];

Φ = [Φ(1) , Φ(2) , . . . , Φ(p) ]

(k × kp);

β = [β (1) , . . . , β (s) ]

[k × ms];

B = [Φ, β]

[k × (kp + ms)];

U = [u1 , . . . , uT ]

(k × T )

Equation (2.1) then becomes

Y = ν1> + BZ + U,

and the least squares procedure (2.2) can be expressed as minimizing 12 kY − ν1> − BZk2F over ν and B.

A.2

Intercept Term

In regularization problems, the intercept ν̂ is not typically regularized and can instead be derived separately.
Using compact matrix notation, we can express the unpenalized portion of (2.3) as

f (B, ν) =

1
||Y − ν1> − BZ||2F ,
2

We can find ν̂ by calculating the gradient of (A.1) with respect to ν

b
0 = ∇ν f (B, ν) = (Y − ν̂1> − BZ)1,
b k· ,
=⇒ ν̂ j (λ) = Y k· − BZ
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(A.1)

in which Y k· =

1
T

P

t

Y kt , and Z k· =

1
T

P

t

Z kt . This provides some insight into the scaling, as we can rewrite

(A.1) as

1
min ||Y − (Y − BZ)1> − BZ||2F ,
B 2
1
= min ||(Y − Y 1> ) − B(Z − Z1> )||2F ,
B 2

(A.2)

in which Y is a k × 1 vector of row means and Z is a (kp + ms) × 1 vector of row means.

A.3

Solution Strategies

In the following sections, assume that Y and Z are centered as in Equation (A.2).
A.3.1

Basic VARX-L

b via scalar updates. To generalize to a multivariate
Utilizing the coordinate descent framework, we can find B
context, we can express the one-variable update for the (j, r) entry of B, B jr as

X
1X
(Y jt −
B j` Z `t − B jr Z jt )2 + λ|B jr |.
min
2
B jr
t
`6=r
Let Rt = Y jt −

P

`6=r

B j` Z `t denote the partial residual. Then, we can rewrite Equation (A.3) as

1X
gjr (B) = min
(Rt − B jr Z jt )2 + λ|B jr |
B jr 2 t
1X 2
= min
(Rt − B 2jr Z 2jt − 2Rt Z jt B jr ) + λ|B jr |.
B jr 2 t
Now, differentiating with respect to B jr gives the subgradient as

∂gjr (B) 3 B jr

X

Z 2jt −

t

X

Rt Z jt + λψ(B jr ),

t

where we define ψ(B jr ) as
ψ∈




 {sgn(B jr )}

B jr 6= 0



 [−1, 1]

B jr = 0.
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(A.3)

For B̂ jr to be a global minimum, 0 ∈ ∂g(B̂ jr ). After some algebra, the optimal update can be expressed as

B̂ jr ←

ST (

P
Rt Z jt , λ)
.
Pt 2
t Z jt

Where ST represents the soft-threshold operator

ST (x, φ) = sgn(x)(|x| − φ)+ ,

sgn denotes the signum function, and (|x| − φ)+ = max(|x| − φ, 0). The Basic VARX-L procedure is detailed in
Algorithm 1.
A.3.2

Lag Group VARX-L

Rather than vectorizing the Lag Group VARX-L and solving the corresponding univariate least squares problem,
if the groups are proper submatrices we can exploit the matrix structure for considerable computational gains.
Without loss of generality, we will consider the “one lag” problem for Φ(q) (the problem for β (q) is analogous).

1
min kR−q − Φ(q) Z q k2F + λkΦ(q) kF ,
(q) 2
Φ

(A.4)

in which, for notational ease, we directly incorporate the weighting into the penalty parameter by defining λ = kλ,
Rq = Φ(−q) Z −q − Y ∈ Rk×T again represents the partial residual. Taking the gradient of kR−q − Φ(q) Z q k2F with
respect to Φ(q) results in



1
∇Φ(q) kR−q − Φ(q) Z q k2F = ∇Φ(q) Tr (R−q − Φ(q) Z q )(R−q − Φ(q) Z q )> ,
2
>
=Φ(q) Z q Z >
q − R−q Z q .

In which Tr denotes the trace operator. The subgradient of (A.4) with respect to Φ(q) is then

>
(q)
Φ(q) Z q Z >
),
q − R−q Z q + λω(Φ
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where ω is defined as
(q)

ω(Φ






)=

Φ(q)
(q)

kΦ

Φ(q) 6= 0

kF

Φ(q) = 0.



 {U : ||U ||F ≤ 1}
Consider the case where Φ̂

(q)

= 0. Then
(q)

Φ̂

>
ZqZ>
q − R−q Z q
∈ {U : kU kF ≤ 1},
λ
(q)

⇐⇒ kΦ̂

>
ZqZ>
q − R−q Z q kF ≤ λ,

⇐⇒ kR−q Z >
q kF ≤ λ,
(q)

⇐⇒ Φ̂

We can conclude that Φ̂

(q)

= 0.

(q)

= 0 ⇐⇒ kR−q Z >
q kF ≤ λ. Now, assuming Φ̂

>
Φ(q) Z q Z >
q − R−q Z q + λ(

Φ(q) Z q Z >
q + λ(
Φ

(q)

ZqZ>
q

+

Φ(q)
kΦ(q) kF
λ
kΦ(q) kF

Φ(q)
kΦ(q) kF

6= 0, we have that

) = 0,

) = R−q Z >
q ,
!
= R−q Z >
q .

Ik

>
Now, since Z q Z >
q is positive definite and λ > 0, we can infer that Z q Z q +

(A.5)

λ
kΦ

(q)

kF

Ik is positive definite, hence it

is possible to create a trust region subproblem that coincides with Equation (A.4). However, we need to transform
k×k
into a scalar. Define
R−q Z >
q ∈R

rq = vec(R−q Z >
q ),
Gq = Z q Z >
q ⊗ Ik ,
φq = vec(Φ(q) ),

in which ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. Hence, we can rewrite Equation (A.5) as


φ>
Gq +
q

λ
Ik 2
kφq kF
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= rq .

Applying the same transformation to the original subproblem, we can express Equation A.4 as the trust region
subproblem

1
>
min φ>
Gq G>
q φq + rq φq ,
2 q
s.t.kφq kF ≤ ∆,

in which ∆ > 0 denotes to the trust-region radius which corresponds to the optimal solution of Equation A.4. These
modifications allow for the use of the block coordinate descent algorithm described in Qin et al. (2010). Expanding
upon their arguments, by the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, we must have that: λ(∆ − kφ∗q kF ) = 0,
which implies that kφ∗q kF = ∆. Then, applying Theorem 4.1 of Nocedal & Wright (1999), we can conclude that

φ∗q

−1

λ
= − G q + Ik 2
rq .
∆

(A.6)

Qin et al. (2010) remarks that Equation (A.6) can also be expressed as φ∗q = ∆yq (∆), where

−1

yq (∆) = − (∆Gq + λIk2 )

rq ,

(A.7)

Note that, based on the KKT conditions, kyq (∆)kF = 1. Hence, the optimal ∆ can be chosen to satisfy kyq (∆)kF =
1. We can efficiently compute kyq (∆)k2F via an eigen-decomposition of Gq . We start by rewriting Equation (A.7)
as

−1

yq (∆) = − (∆W V W + λIk2 )
= − W (∆V + λIk2 )−1 W rq ,

35

rq ,

in which the first line follows from the spectral decomposition of a symmetric positive definite matrix. Now, letting
Ψ = (∆V + λIk2 )−1 , expanding on the arguments of Qin et al. (2010), we find


kyq (∆)k2F = Tr (W ΨW −1 rq )(W ΨW −1 rq )> ,

= Tr W ΨW −1 rq rq> W −1> Ψ> W > ,

= Tr rq> W −1> Ψ> W > W ΨW −1 rq ,

= Tr rq> W −1> Ψ> ΨW −1 rq ,

= Tr W > rq rq> W Ψ> Ψ .

Finally, we can express kyq (∆)k2F as

kyq (∆)k2F =

X (wi > rq )2
,
(vi ∆ + λ)2
i

in which wi denotes the columns of W and vi the diagonal elements of V . Qin et al. (2010) notes that we can
determine the optimal ∆ by applying Newton’s method to find the root of

Ω(∆) = 1 −

1
.
kyq (∆)kF

(A.8)

The full Lag Group VARX-L procedure is detailed in Algorithm 3. Our algorithm organizes iterations around an
“active-set” as described in Friedman et al. (2010). This approach starts by cycling through every group and then
only iterating on the subset of B that are nonzero (the “active-set”) until convergence. If a full pass through all
B does not change the active set, the algorithm has converged, otherwise the process is repeated. This approach
considerably reduces computation time, especially for large values of λ in which most model coefficients are zero.
A.3.3

Own/Other Group VARX-L

In the Own/Other setting since the groups are not proper submatrices, in order to properly partition each Φ(`)
into separate groups for own and other lags, Equation (2.3) must be transformed into a least squares problem. To
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perform a least squares transformation, we define the following

r−qq = vec(R−qq ),
φqq = vec(Φ(q)
on ),
Mqq = (Z > ⊗ Ik )qq .

Then, the one block subproblem for own lags (group qq) can be expressed as

1
min kMqq φqq + r−qq k2F + λkφqq kF ,
φqq 2
1 >
>
>
= min r−qq
r + φ>
qq Mqq Mqq φqq + r−qq Mqq φqq + λkφqq kF ,
φqq 2
1
>
>
= min φ>
qq Mqq Mqq φqq + r−qq Mqq φqq + λkφqq kF .
φqq 2

At φ̂qq , we must have that 0 ∈ ∂f (φ̂qq ). The subgradient can be expressed as

∂
>
>
= Mqq
Mqq φqq + Mqq
r + λω(φqq ),
∂φqq

where ω is defined as
ω(s) ∈




 { s }
kskF

s 6= 0



 {u : kukF ≤ 1}

s = 0.

Thus, after applying these transformations, we can apply a slightly adapted version of Algorithm 3.
A.3.4

Sparse Lag Group VARX-L

As with the Lag Group VARX-L, we will consider the one-block subproblem for lag Φ(q)

1
kR−q − Φ(q) Z q k2F + (1 − α)λkΦ(q) kF + αλkΦ(q) k1 .
min
(q) 2k
Φ

(A.9)

Since the inclusion of within-group sparsity does not allow for separability, coordinate descent based procedures
are no longer appropriate, therefore, following Simon et al. (2013) our solution to the Sparse Lag Group VARX-L
utilizes gradient descent based methods. We express Equation (A.9) as the sum of a generic differentiable function
with a Lipschitz gradient and a non-differentiable function.
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We start by linearizing the quadratic approximation of the unpenalized loss function that only makes use of
first-order information around its current estimate Φ0 (borrowing from Simon et al. (2013), for notational ease,
let Φ ≡ Φ(q) , `(Φ) represent the unpenalized loss function, and P(Φ) represent the penalty term). Then, we can
express the linearization as

1
kΦ − Φ0 k2F + P(Φ),
2d
1
1
kΦ − Φ0 k2F + P(Φ),
= kR−q − Φ0 Z q k2F + hΦ − Φ0 , (Φ0 Z q − R−q )Z >
q i+
2k
2d
M (Φ, Φ0 ) = `(Φ0 ) + vec(Φ − Φ0 )> vec(∇`(Φ0 )) +

in which d represents the step size. Removing terms independent of Φ, our objective function becomes

argmin M (Φ, Φ0 ),
Φ


1
k2F + P(Φ).
= argmin kΦ − Φ0 − d(Φ0 Z q − R−q )Z >
q
Φ 2d
Then, generalizing the arguments outlined by Simon et al. (2013), we can infer that the optimal update U (Φ) can
be expressed as

U (Φ) =

d(1 − α)λ
1−
kST (Φ0 − d(Φ0 Z q − R−q )Z >
q , dαλ)kF

!
ST (Φ0 − d(Φ0 Z q − R−q )Z >
−q , dαλ).
+

As in Simon et al. (2013), we apply a Nesterov accelerated update. At step j, we update according to

Φ̂[j] ← Φ̂[j − 1] +

j
(U (Φ) − Φ̂[j − 1]),
j+3

(A.10)

which, per Beck & Teboulle (2009) converges at rate 1/j 2 as opposed to the 1/j rate of the standard proximal
gradient descent.
We use a constant step size according to the Lipschitz constant, H, which must satisfy

||∇X `(X) − ∇Y `(Y )|| ≤ H||X − Y ||.
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Consider two submatrices A(q) and C(q) . We have that

>
∇A(q) `(A(q) ) = A(q) Z q Z >
q − R−q Z q ,
>
∇C(q) `(C(q) ) = C(q) Z q Z >
q − R−q Z q ,

=⇒ ∇A(q) `(A(q) ) − ∇C(q) `(C(q) ) = (A(q) − C(q) )Z q Z >
q ,
(q)
=⇒ k(A(q) − C(q) )Z q Z >
− C(q) k2 kZ q Z >
q k2 ≤ kA
q k2 .

The last inequality follows from the sub-multiplicity of the matrix 2-norm. Therefore, we can conclude that the
Lipschitz constant is ||Z q Z >
q ||2 =

p
σ1 (Z q ), i.e. the square root of the largest singular value of Z q , which has

dimension k × k for Φ(1) , . . . , Φ(p) and is a scalar for exogenous groups. Since Z q Z >
q is symmetric and positive
definite, it is diagonalizable, and the maximum eigenvalue can be efficiently computed using the power method,
described in Golub & Van Loan (2012).
As only the maximum eigenvalue is required, the power method is much more computationally efficient than
a computation of the entire eigensystem. Moreover, we retain the corresponding eigenvector produced by this
procedure to use as a “warm start” that substantially decreases the amount of time required to compute the
maximal eigenvalue at each point in time during the cross-validation and forecast evaluation procedures.
In a manner similar to Algorithm 3, an “active-set” approach is used to minimize computation time. The inner
loop of of the Sparse Group VARX-L procedure is detailed in Algorithm (4). An outline of the algorithm is below:
1. Iterate through all groups. For each group:
(a) Check if the group is active via the condition: ||(Φ(q) Z q − R−q )Z >
q ||F ≤ (1 − α)λ.
(b) If active, go to the inner loop (Algorithm 4), if not active, set group identically to zero.
(c) Repeat until convergence.
Upon performing the least squares transformations as in the Own/Other Group VARX-L (section A.3.3), the
Sparse Own/Other Group VARX-L follows almost the exact same procedure as its lag counterpart.
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A.3.5

Endogenous-First VARX-L

The Endogenous-First VARX-L is of the form

p X
k 
X
1
(`)
(`)
(`)
2
min kY − BZkF + λ
k[Φj , β j,· ]kF + kβ j,· kF .
Φ,β 2
`=1 j=1
Since the optimization problem decouples across rows, we will consider solving the one row subproblem (for row i)

p 
X
1
(`)
(`)
(`)
2
min kY i − B i ZkF + λ
k[Φi , β i,· ]kF + kβ i,· kF .
Φi ,β i 2
`=1

(A.11)

In a manner similar to the Sparse Group VARX-L, the Endogenous-First VARX-L is solved via proximal gradient
descent. For ease of notation, let P(Φ, β) represent the nested penalty. The update step for the Endogenous-First
VARX-L (at step j) can be expressed as

B i [j] = Proxdλ,P(Φ,β ) (B i [j − 1] − d∇`(B i )),

(A.12)

in which d denotes step size and `(B i ) denotes the unpenalized loss function. Note that ∇`(B i ) = −(Y i −B i Z)Z > .
Similar to the Sparse Group VARX-L setting, a fixed step size is used; d =

1
.
σ1 (Z )

To speed convergence, as in the

Sparse Group VARX-L update step (A.10), we apply a similar Nesterov-style accelerated update:

B̂ ← B̂[j − 1] +

j−2
(B̂[j − 1] − B̂[j − 2]),
j+1

Thus, (A.12) becomes

B i [j] = Proxdλ,P(Φ,β ) (B̂ − d∇`(B i )),

(A.13)

Jenatton et al. (2011) observed that the dual of (A.13) can be solved with one pass of block coordinate descent.
Moreover, the block updates are extremely simple and available in closed-form. Algorithm 5 details the prox
function for the Endogenous-First VARX-L. Note that it consists of p separate nested structures for each series.
Thus, solving (A.13) essentially amounts to calling the same proximal function p times at each update step.
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A.4

Banbura et al. (2009) Implementation

The Bayesian VAR proposed by Banbura et al. (2009) utilizes a normal inverted Wishart Prior. Defining
φ = vec(Φ), the prior has the form

φ|Ω ∼ N (φ0 , Ω ⊗ Ω0 )
Ω ∼ iW (S0 , α0 ),

in which iW denotes the inverse Wishart distribution. This prior is implemented by adding the following dummy
observations to Y and Z > (which we define as X):




Y d1

X d1

diag(δσ1 , . . . , δσk )/λ






0k×(p−1)×k




=

 diag(σ , . . . , σ ) 


1
k




01×k

0kp×1


=
 0k×1






Jp ⊗ diag(σ1 , . . . , σk )


.
0k×kp



01×kp

The scale parameters for the prior variances of each series, σ1 , . . . , σk , are estimated by univariate autoregressive
models. Jp = diag(1, 2, . . . , p), and  denotes the prior on the intercept and is set to a very small number (e.g.
1e-5). δ serves as an indicator for the prior belief that the series have high persistence. We set δ = 0 in all of our
forecasting applications except for the Minnesota VARX-L application in section 4.
In addition to the above construction, following Doan et al. (1984), BGR adds a prior that imposes a bound on
the sum of coefficients by shrinking Π = (Ik − Φ1 − · · · − Φp ) toward zero. This prior is implemented by adding
the additional dummy observations

Y d2 = diag(δµ1 , . . . , δµk )/τ,


X d2 = 0k×1 11×p ⊗ diag(δµ1 , . . . , δµn )/τ ,
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in which µ1 , . . . , µk are meant to capture the average level of each of the series, set according to their unconditional
means and τ denotes a loose prior which is set to 10λ. After appending the dummy observations to Y and X and
creating the augmented matrices Y ∗ and X ∗ , the posterior mean can be calculated in closed form as:

>

−1
Φ̃ = (X >
X>
∗ X ∗)
∗Y∗

A.5

Penalty Grid Selection
Table 9: Starting values of the penalty grid for each procedure; ρq denotes the number of variables in group q.

A.6

Structure

Starting Value of ΛGrid

Basic
Lag Group
Sparse Lag
Own/Other Group
Sparse Own/Other Group
Endogenous-First

kZY > k∞
maxq (kZ q Y > kF )
maxq kZ q Y > kF α
√ 
maxq k(Z > ⊗ I k )q vec(Y )kF / ρq 
√
maxq k(Z > ⊗ I k )q vec(Y )kF / ρq α
>
maxi (kZY i kF ),

Algorithms

Algorithm 1 Basic-VARX-Lk,m (p, s)
Require: Y , Z, B INI , λ
B OLD ← B INI
repeat
for i in k, j in kp
P+ ms do
R ← Y i· − `6=j B i` Z `·
P
ST( t RZ j· ,λ)
5:
B NEW
←
P
2
ij
t Z jt
end for
B OLD ← B NEW
until Desired threshold is reached
ν̂ ← Ȳ − B NEW Z̄
10: return ν̂, B NEW
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Algorithm 2 Basic VARX-L(p,s) Cross-Validation
Require: Y , Z, B INI , Λgrid ,h
B LAST ← B INI
for j in [T1 , T2 − h] do
(j)
Y TRAIN ← Y ,h:(j−1)
5:

(j)

Z TRAIN ← Z ,1:(j−h+1)
for i in ΛGrid do
(j)
(j)
ν i , B NEW
← Basic-VARX-L(Y TRAIN , Z TRAIN , B LAST
, λi , )
i
i
(j)

Z TEST ← Z ,(j+1)
(j)

10:

15:

SSF E (j,i) ← kY j+h − [νi , B NEW
] ∗ [1, Z T EST ]k2F
i
NEW
B LAST
←
B
i
i
end for
for i in ΛGrid do
P
M SF E (i) ← T −T 1−h+1 j SSF E (j,i)
2
1
end for
end for
return λî , where î = argmini M SF E (i)

Algorithm 3 Lag Group VARX-Lk,m (p, s) with active-set strategy
Require: B INI , G, Y , Z, AINI , Λ
Define:
for g = 1, . . . , p + ms :
Gg = Mg ⊗ Ik .

5:

10:

15:

20:

25:

30:

35:

40:

for λ ∈ ΛGrid do
B λ,Aλ ← B λ,INI ,
Aλ ← Aλ,INI
repeat
B λ,Aλ ←ThresholdUpdate(Aλ , B λ,Aλ , λ)
B λ,AFULL , Aλ ←BlockUpdate(AFULL , B λ,Aλ , λ)
until B λ,Aλ = B λ,AFULL
ν̂ ← Ȳ − B λ,A Z̄
end for
return ν̂, B Λ , AΛ
procedure BlockUpdate(G, B INI , λ)
B ← B INI
for g ∈ G do
R ← B −g Z −g − Y
r ← RZ >
q
if krkF ≤ λ then
B ∗g ← 0|g|
Ag ← ∅
end if
if krkF > λ then
∆ ← the root of Ω(∆) defined in (A.8)
λ −1
vec(B g ) ← −(Gg + ∆
I) r
Ag ← g
end if
end for
return B λ , A
end procedure
procedure ThresholdUpdate(Aλ , B λ,INI , λ)
if A = ∅ then return 0k×kp+ms
end if
if A 6= ∅ then
B λ,OLD ← B λ,INI
repeat
B λ,NEW , Aλ ← BlockUpdate(Aλ , B λ,OLD , λ)
B λ,OLD ← B λ,NEW
until Desired threshold is reached
end if
return B λ,NEW , A
end procedure

. Makes one full pass through all groups

. Iterates through active set until convergence
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Algorithm 4 Sparse Group VARX-L inner loop
Require: Φ0 , Z q , R−q
1
h←
σ1 (Z q )
Φ0 ← Φ1
repeat
j ←1
j
>
(Φ Z q −R−q )Z q
5:
Fq ←
k
γ j ← Φj

vec(γ (j+1) ) ←

10:

1−



h(1−α)λ
j

kST (Φ −h(Φ

j

Z q −R−q )Z

>
q ,hαλ)kF

ST (vec(Φj ) − hvec(Fq ), hαλ)
+

j
Φj+1 ← γ j+1 + j+3
(γ j+1 − γ j )
j ←j+1
until Desired threshold is reached

Algorithm 5 Endogenous-First VARX-L Proximal Problem
Require: ṽ, λ, k, p, m, s
for i=1,. . . ,p do


g1 ← [ (i − 1) · k + 1 : (i − 1) · k + k ]

g2 ← [ (i − 1) · m + p · k : (i − 1) · m + p · k + m ]
v{g1 ,g2 } ← Prox(v{g1 ,g2 } , λ, k)
end for
return v.
procedure Prox(v,λ,k)
h2 ← (k + 1) : (k + m)
h1 ← 1 : (k + m)
for j = 1, 2 do
vhj ← (1 − λ/kvhj kF )+ vhj
end for
return v.
end procedure
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